Campus Solutions Instructor Role
Dropdown List Descriptions

Instructor roles are used when assigning instructors to meeting patterns in the Schedule of Classes. The four roles, corresponding to the CSIR codes, appear as below (the portions in parentheses do not appear in the dropdown).

1-TIC  (Teaching & In Charge)
2-TNIC (Teaching & Not In Charge)
3-ICNT (In Charge & Not Teaching)
4-INVT (Teaching with Invalid Title)*

If HR hires someone with a future effective date, that information will come to the CS Instructor/Advisor table immediately (update process to run hourly), with an effective date equal to the first day of the term that they are authorized to teach. CS will then allow assignment of that instructor to classes for that or future terms.

*The last one is for data conversion purposes only and should not be attached manually to any instructors. It will be removed once all data conversion from DB2 is completed.